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Abstract – High Performance Computing systems in
modern vehicles generate logs which are crucial in system
analysis for critical issue support, issue triage, issue
resolution, performance analysis, run evaluation and etc.
This paper presents concepts of the platform for processing
Adaptive
Automotive
Open
System
Architecture
(AUTOSAR) Diagnostic Log and Trace (DLT) logs. It gives
general guidance to build such a platform. The main idea is
to combine a custom developed application with widely used
and proven systems like: Grafana, InfluxDB, Apache Spark,
Apache FreeMarker, Grafana Image Renderer and
Bootstrap framework. The concept was the base for the
platform that is implemented and proven in the real
production environment. As a concept it can be applied in
industries other than automotive.
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I.
INTRODUCTION
Increasing complexity of modern vehicles and
demands for High Performance Computing (HPC) to meet
tasks as they are, for example embedded vision, machine
learning or Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)
are addressed by the use of the Adaptive AUTOSAR
Platform [1]. The Adaptive AUTOSAR standard provides
a Functional Cluster Logging feature [2] and Diagnostic
Log and Trace (DLT) protocol [3] where every
component in the HPC system, either Adaptive
applications or coexistent Classic AUTOSAR Electronic
Control Units (ECU) forward their logging information in
an organized manner. Logs from all those different
components and also from components on very different
hierarchy levels and kinds are all aggregating in the DLT
logs. On the other hand, the “over-the-air” (OTA) [4]
software updates feature extends software development
and improvement phase over the entire life of a vehicle.
This paper describes an implementation concept of such
platform for Data Analysis, Visualization and Reporting.
The main component in the platform is a custom Java
application (application) for processing DLT logs. The
application is combined with well-known tools as:
Grafana, InfluxDB, Apache Spark, Apache FreeMarker,
Grafana Image Renderer and Bootstrap CSS and
JavaScript framework.
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The application processes input DLT logs, parses DLT
lines line by line, extracts data from DLT lines, imports
exported data into time series database InfluxDB. Then
application performs data analysis using Apache Spark
system. Finally, it generates HTML report using Apache
FreeMarker system, Grafana Image Renderer and
Bootstrap framework. In order to support frequent
changes in DLT logs during the life cycle of the product
and also in order to support frequent changes in analysis
requests, the key application features are: ease of adding
new parser and data extraction rules, ease of adding new
analyses and new reporting parts. Static HTML report
contains rendered Grafana panels with links to the full
Grafana dashboards and panels. With combination of
static HTML report and Grafana dashboards the platform
provides standardised reporting along with powerful
visualisation and interactive features using Grafana.
This paper describes key object abstractions used to
develop the application. Also, the paper describes how
application is combined with different publicly available
tools and frameworks to provide all mentioned features.
The platform based on this concept is implemented
and is in production use in an ongoing project for
producing modern electrical vehicles. The use of the
platform significantly decreases the triage and response
time in issue resolving process. As a concept it can be
applied in any industry.
II.

PROCESSING DLT LOGS

Input DLT logs usually come in a binary format. The
binary format is not suitable for the direct use. So, the first
step in the DLT log processing is converting DLT binary
files into DLT ASCII format files. The conversion can be
accomplished by the DLT-viewer tool [5]. The DLTviewer has “export to ASCII” function. The conversion
can be started from command line:
dlt-viewer -s -c <inputDlt.dlt> <conDltToText.txt>

The second step in the DLT log processing is reading
of converted DLT logs in ASCII format. DLT log lines are
sent to the DLTFilter class shown in the Figure 1.
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In the described environment adding a new Matcher
class is maximally simplified. For a new Matcher one
should implement following function:
parseLine(Map<String, Object> dataCommon, String line)

Matcher designer can fully focus on parsing rules for
specific DLT lines for their own domain. All the rest, e.g.
subscribing, registering, etc. will be automatically
integrated with the existing infrastructure. The
MatcherManager class shown in the Figure 3 is
responsible for this automatic integration.

Figure 1 DLTFilter class abstraction

The DLTFilter class executes first parsing of a DLT
line and extracts DLT common data from the DLT line.
The DLT common data repeat in all DLT lines (e.g. ecuid,
apid, ctid and others [3]). Common data can be processed
only once rather than repeat parsing in every matcher
again and again. The DLTFilter then continues with
calling all parser components (Matchers) passing them
common data and line string to parse. This repeats for
every DLT log line until end of the DLT log file.
III. PARSING DLT LOGS
A parser component is called Matcher because it
matches a DLT line using regular expression. Then
Matcher parses the DLT line to extract useful data.
Typical Matcher is handling only one kind of DLT
lines. In this way complex parsing rules are split into
smaller pieces in number of Matchers. Easiness of adding
new Matchers is one of the key priorities. For this reason,
the object abstraction fully separates interface and actual
implementation. The corresponding object abstraction is
shown in the Figure 2:

Figure 3 MatcherManager class abstraction

The new Matcher is automatically registered in the
MatcherManager and consequently joins the processing
procedure in the application together with already existing
Matchers.
IV.

EXTRACTING DATA FROM DLT LOGS

The extraction of data from DLT logs is implemented
in Matchers. Typically, a Matcher first recognizes
(matches) a particular DLT line, parses the DLT line and
then extracts data from it. The matcher generates and
dispatches (fires) a new event which holds captured data.
A Matcher acts as an event provider. An event always
holds a corresponding data captured from a DLT line.
Suitable class abstraction for such data is the SourceData
class displayed in the
Figure 4.

Figure 4 SourceData class
Figure 2 DLTMatcher class abstraction

Form the DLTMatcher1 to the DLTMatcherN each
Matcher parses its own subset of DLT lines applying their
own parsing rules. E.g. one matcher parses DLT lines
which contain Linux CPU data, other matchers parse DLT
lines with Linux Memory, Communication Management
API (ara::com), etc. DLT lines.
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Typical data extraction and event providing section
looks like:
SourceData data = new SourceData("dlt_topcpu", (long)
dataCommon.get("dategettime"));
// dataCommon data prepare
data.tagSet("build", (String) dataCommon.get("build"));
data.tagSet("refid", (String) dataCommon.get("refid"));
data.tagSet("host", (String) dataCommon.get("ecuid"));
data.tagSet("apid", (String) dataCommon.get("apid"));
data.tagSet("ctid", (String) dataCommon.get("ctid"));
// extracted data prepare
data.fieldSet("usr", usrCpu);
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data.fieldSet("sys", sysCpu);
data.fieldSet("idle", idleCpu);
data.fieldSet("total", totalCpu);
fireEvent(new AnalyzerLogEvent(data, EventType.DLTTOPCPU));

V.

IMPORTING DATA INTO INFLUXDB

The InfluxDB is a time series database designed to
handle high writes and query loads. The time series
database is a database optimized to store time series data.
When data is stored in the InfluxDB, it can be
immediately visualized in Grafana dashboards and panels.
The abstraction for importing data into InfluxDB is
implemented using publish-subscribe pattern.
There is the InfluxDBWriter class which is responsible
for writing data into InfluxDB database - Figure 3. The
class acts as a subscriber to all Matchers. The
MatcherManager manages subscriptions to all registered
Matchers. When the InfluxDBWriter is registered in the
MatcherManager, the MatcherManager will subscribe the
writer to all Matchers. In this way the InfluxDBWriter
will receive all events and corresponding data from all
registered Matchers.
The SourceData class, precisely tags, fields, time and
measurement fields in the SourceData class, directly
corresponds to InfluxDB data elements needed to write
into the InfluxDB.
VI.

DATA ANALYSIS

Data analysis (analysis) of DLT logs start with data
collection. The first data collection appears in Matchers
which extracts data from DLT lines. Extracted data is
stored in time series-oriented database InfluxDB. Time
series database is suitable for visualization purposes in the
Grafana, but it is not useful for the complex data analysis
and automatic report generation. The Apache Spark
(Spark) is a much better environment for data analysis.
The Spark engine is specialized for large-scale data
processing. The Spark provides high-level API for data
analysis.
An important contribution of this paper is
implementation and concept of how extracted data from
DLT logs are transferred to Spark Datasets and
DataFrames. Data is aggregated continuously during
parsing and data extracting phases. Data is stored in the
memory as lists of org.apache.spark.sql.Row Rows. At the
end, when all data is collected, list of Rows can be easily
transformed into Datasets and DataFrames. Collected
Datasets and DataFrames are the base for further analysis
within the Spark engine.
The data collecting for Spark is implemented with the
SparkDatasetCreator class which is registered and
subscribed in the MatcherManager in the same way as the
InfluxDBWriter class – Figure 3.
When all data is collected and prepared for the Spark
engine it is the right time to perform the analysis.
The analysis is organized in Analysis groups. There is
a root analysis group and it contains all other analysis
groups. Analysis groups can contain only other Analysis.
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Figure 5 AnalysisManager class

Figure 6 Analysis class abstraction

There is the AnalysisManager (Figure 5) class that
manages all Analysis and Analysis groups. As already
seen with Matchers abstraction, where many Matchers
divide parsing into smaller parser elements, the analysis is
also consisting of many smaller analysis elements. So,
analysis is also abstracted in the same way as Matcher to
enable easy improvements and adding new analyses – see
details in the Figure 6. This concept fully supports
continuous improvements and frequent requests changes.
To implement a new Analysis one should implement
doAnalysis() function. The doAnalysis() function is
executing after all data is extracted and captured into
Spark list Rows. There is an additional function
analyseEvent(AnalyzerLogEvent event) to implement.
The analyseEvent() enables execution of analysis during
data collecting phase. Every Analysis can subscribe for a
list of events which Analysis likes to analyse. This means
that a particular analysis will be triggered by particular
events immediately when they generate in Matchers.
VII. REPORT GENERATION
Analysis results are reported in an HTML report. It is
up to analysis what it will contribute to the final report.
Reports use HTML and it may contain elements as simple
as plain text, to the more complex elements as tables,
embedded images, etc. The main framework for
implementing HTML report is Apache FreeMarker. It
provides API and template engine to easily generate
HTML reports based on templates and data. Additionally,
Bootstrap toolkit is used for typography, buttons,
navigation, and other interface components. It is a free and
open-source CSS and JavaScript based framework.
FreeMarker templates are written in FreeMarker Template
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Language (FTL). FTL templates comes as a configuration
with build application. A nice feature is that it can be
changed without compiling the application. It is possible
to have different FTL templates for the same application.
The HTML report structure follows Analysis
abstraction. AnalysisGroups are represented as
expandable sections in HTML report. Every
AnalysisGroup has number of Analysis which are under
the group section.

Figure 7 AnalysisGroup and Analysis in reports

Every Analysis is also an expandable section. The
content of the analysis section is under control of
corresponding Analysis. It is up to Analysis what it will
write in its own area. The content of the body String field
inside Analysis class directly corresponds to the Analysis
content in HTML report. Writing a report in an Analysis
means adding content to body String field in the Analysis.
Contents from body fields from Analyses will be
transferred to HTML report at the time the report is
generated. Corresponding FTL template defines look and
feel and how those sections will be grouped together when
the report finally generated.
Some very powerful features we have available to
report in analyses are described here. The power comes
from combining together powerful engines and tools:
Apache Spark, Grafana, Grafana Image Renderer,
InfluxDB, Bootstrap.
For example, it is possible to write Spark printouts
directly into the HTML report. Every Spark command that
usually produces some console printout can be directly
routed to the report. E.g. Spark Show commands directly
print to the HTML report. In this way we have powerful
reporting engine based on the Apache Spark.
An additional example for powerful feature is
generating embedded images from the Grafana Image
Renderer. The Grafana Image Renderer transform Grafana
panels into static PNG images. Those images can be easily
embedded into final HTML report.
Here is the Java example code which presents how to
get rendered Grafana panels and embedded them in
HTML:
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public String render(String urlToGet, String urlLink, int width, int
height)
{
String result = null;
URL url;
try {
url = new URL(urlToGet);
URLConnection uc = url.openConnection();
String userpass = "username" + ":" + "password";
String basicAuth = "Basic " + new
String(Base64.getEncoder().encode(userpass.getBytes()));
uc.setRequestProperty ("Authorization", basicAuth);
InputStream stream = uc.getInputStream();
String picture =
Base64.getEncoder().encodeToString(IOUtils.toByteArray(stream));
result = "<a href=\"" + urlLink
+ "\" target=\"_blank\"><img alt=\"Rendered
image\""
+ ((width > 0) ? " width=\"" +
String.valueOf(width) + "\"" : "")
+ ((height > 0) ? " height=\"" +
String.valueOf(height) + "\"" : "")
+ " src=\"data:image/png;base64,"
+ picture
+ "\"/></a>";
} catch (MalformedURLException e) {
e.printStackTrace();
} catch (Exception e) {
e.printStackTrace();
}
return result;
}

VIII. CONCLUSION
The concept of the DLT log processing platform is
presented. The process flow starts with converting DLT
binary to DLT ASCII data. The process flow continues
with loading DLT ASCII data into Filter object which
parses common parts of logs, then dispatching DLT logs
to Matchers. Matchers are parsing elements that parse and
extract data from DLT lines and generate events. The
InfluxDB writer and the Apache Spark creator consume
events and store the data in the InfluxDB and Spark
Datasets. The data stored in the InfluxDB enable
visualisation in Grafana. Visualisation of captured data in
Grafana is one of the key features. The data stored in
Spark Datasets is used for further analyses and report
generation. A report is prepared using an API to the
powerful Apache Spark engine. Another key feature is the
use of embedded Grafana panel images in reports. Those
embedded images are created with Grafana Randerer and
embedded in the report. There is an example code
sequence in Java that renders Grafana panels in HTML
report. Final step in process flow is the report generation.
It is accomplished using Apache FreeMarker and
Bootstrap frameworks. The application is designed with
idea to enable easy improvements which assume adding
new parser elements (Matchers) and adding new analyses
to support fast changing environments.
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